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ABSTRACT 
If T is a tree, denote by A(T) its adjacency matrix and by L(T) its Laplacian 
matrix. Write d, for the “second immanant” matrix function. The main result is this: 
Let t,, t,e the number of trees on n vertices. Let s,, be the number of such trees T 
for which there is a nonisomorphic tree 7” such that d,(zcI - A(T)) = d,(xl - ACT’)) 
a& d,(xI - L(T)) = d,(xZ - L(T’)). Then s,, /t,, + 1 as n + m, 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V = {c ,, 2;2,. , c,,} and edge set 
E. The adjacency matrix A(G) is the n-by-n matrix whose (i, j) entry is 1 if 
{v,,cj} E E, and 0 otherwise. Denote by ai the degree of vertex zji, and by 
A(G) the diagonal matrix whose (i, i) entry is ~3~. Then L(G) = A(G)- A(G) 
is the so-called Luplacian matrix. Clearly, A(G) and L(G) depend not only 
on G but on the ordering of V. It is easy to see, however, that the effect of 
permuting the elements of V is to impose a (corresponding) permutation 
similarity on the matrices. More is true, namely, G, and G, are isomorphic 
graphs if and only if A(G,) and A(G,) are permutation similar, or, alterna- 
tively, if and only if L(G,) is permutation similar to L(G,). Thus, any 
function of (either) matrix that is preserved under permutation similarity is a 
function of the graph. The characteristic polynomial is one such function. 
*The author is grateful to the CSUH School of Science for release time during SPH9 when 
this work was begun. 
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Indeed, the idea was briefly entertained that the characteristic polynomial of 
A(G) might characterize G. This notion was dramatically refuted by A. J. 
Schwenk: Let t, be the number of (nonisomorphic, unlabeled) trees on n 
vertices. Denote by s, the number of such trees T for which there exists a 
nonisomorphic tree T’ such that det[xl - A(T)] = det[xZ - ACT’)]. In [9], 
Schwenk proved 
S 
lim 2 = 1 
n'm t, 
Some argued that better “resolution” might be expected from a matrix 
with fewer zeros, e.g., the “distance matrix” D(G). Others advocated the 
Laplacian. In [5], B. D. McKay showed that Schwenk’s theorem could be 
extended to include these other matrices simultaneously: Let t, be as before, 
but now let s, be the number of trees T on n vertices for which there exists 
a nonisomorphic tree T’ such that T and T’ are adjacency cospectral, 
Laplacian cospectral, and distance cospectral. Then the same conclusion 
holds, i.e., s, /t, -+ 1 as n + ~0. 
Of course, the characteristic polynomial is preserved under arbitrary 
similarities. Perhaps the thing to look at is a polynomial matrix function that 
is (generically) preserved only under permutation similarities. That, after all, 
is the matrix version of graph isomorphism. There is, in fact, a whole class of 
matrix functions from which to choose. 
Let x be an irreducible character of the symmetric group S,. The 
immanant afforded by x is defined by 
d,(A) = c x(a) ii at,<,,, 
r+ES,a I=1 
where A = (aii) is an n-by-n matrix. If x = E, the alternating character, then 
d, is the determinant. If x is the principal character (identically l), then d, 
is the permanent. Let 
It is easy to see that G, is a group. Since d,(A) is n-linear in the rows 
(columns) of A, it follows that M, c G,, where M, is the monomial group 
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consisting of all nonzero scalar multiples of permutation matrices. Since M, 
is maximal in Gl, [2], it follows that either G, = M, or G, = Gl,. It is well 
known, of course, that 6, = Gl,, if and only if x = E. Thus, for every x # e, 
the “immanantal polynomial” d,(xl - A) is generically preserved only under 
monomial similarities. 
It was J. Turner who first studied immanantal polynomials of graphs. In 
[lo] he produced a pair of nonisomorphic trees T, and T, on 12 vertices such 
that d,(xl - A(T,)) = d,(xI - A(T,)) for every character x of S,,. It has 
since been shown that two trees have the same adjacency permanental 
polynomial if and only if they are adjacency cospectral [l, p.1241. So 
Schwenk’s theorem remains valid if det is replaced by per. The main 
drawback associated with the permanent is its notorious intractability. (See, 
e.g., [3], [4], and [ll].) Since every immanant except det has the right 
preserver properties, it would seem natural to choose one that is reasonably 
computable. 
There is a natural bijection between the irreducible characters of S, 
and the integer partitions (n,,n2,.. .) where ni >, n, 2 . . . > 0, and 
n,+n,+ .. . = n. For example, E corresponds to the (unique) partition with 
ni = 1; the principal character corresponds to n 1 = n. Let xZ be the character 
corresponding to (2,1,. . .). It turns out that, for n > 2, x2(a) = e(a)[f(a) - 
11, where f(u) is the number of fixed points of cr. Denote by d, (rather than 
dx,> the corresponding immanant. The complexity of computing d2 is known 
to be less than O(n”>. 
THEOREM. ht t, be the number of (nonisomorphic, unlabeled 1 trees on 
n uertices. Let s, be the number of such trees T for which there exists 
a nonisomorphic tree T’ such that d,(xI - A(T)) = dJxl - ACT’)) and 
d,(xI - L(T)) = dZ(xI - LCT’)). Then 
S, 
lim -=l. 
II+= t, 
Since the publication of [9], results of this kind have been proved in two 
stages. In the first stage, one finds a single tree with certain properties. In 
the second stage, one appeals to Schwenk’s probabilistic result that almost all 
trees have a prescribed (finite) branch. Our proof is no exception. Indeed, 
the single tree that works for stage 1 is McKay’s tree, i.e., our result is a 
supplement to McKay’s theorem. It has the effect of appending two more 
“and”s to his list of simultaneous equations. [The same tree does not work for 
d&z - D(T)).] 
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Proof. For 1 < i < n, denote by A(i) the principal submatrix of A 
obtained by deleting row and column i. It is proved in [8, Equation (29)] that 
d,(A) = c aiidetA(i)-detA 
i=l 
(1) 
provided n > 2. If n = 1, it is convenient to define d,(A) = 0. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A is the direct sum B i C where B is m-by-m und C 
is k-by-k, m + k = n. If m z 0 + k, then 
d,(A) = d,(B) det C + det Bd,( C) + det B det C. 
Proof. Recalling our convention that d, of a l-by-l matrix is 0, this 
follows directly from (1). n 
LEMMMA 2. Suppose A has the form 
B X’ 0 
A=X z Y, 
I ! 
(2) 
0 Y’ c 
where B is m-by-m, C is k-by-k, z is l-by-l, X is a 1-by-7n matrix whose only 
nonzero entry is u 1 in column p, und Y is (I l-by-k matrix with u 1 in column 
y and 0 elsewhere. Then 
d,(A)=-d,(B(p)iC)+;[d,(B/C)+detBdetC]-d,(BiC(cl)). 
Proof. Denote nu,,,,, by II,. If a(m + 1) = p, then II, = 0 unless 
a(p) = m + 1. Similarly, if a(m + 1) = m + 1+ q, then II, = 0 unless 
a(m + 1+ y> = m + 1. Let (i,j) E u mean that the 2-cycle (i,j> is a factor in 
the disjoint cycle factorization of u. Then, concentrating on row m + 1 of A, 
we observe 
&.(A) = c x,(a)KJ + 
(p,m+l)Eo. q(,n+;:m+l*2((+)nu 
+ c X2(~)%, 
(m+l,m+l+9)Ec7 
which finishes the proof because x3(a) = &(a>[f(a) - 11. n 
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Denote by E, the (appropriately sized) diagonal matrix whose only 
nonzero entry is a 1 in position (i, i). 
LEMMA 3. ht A = B + Ei. Then d,(A) = d,(B)+ d,(R(i))+ det B(i). 
Proof. Since d,(A) is a multilinear function of the rows/columns of A, 
and since d, is preserved under permutation similarities, d,(A) = d,(B) + 
d,(l -k B(i)). The result follows from Lemma 1. n 
Let M = (V(M), E(M)) be McKay’s tree, pictured in Figure 1. Let 
T = (V(T), E(T)) be a fixed but arbitrary tree on k > 2 vertices, and choose 
u E V(T). Let u be a new vertex, i.e., u CC V(M)U V(T). Define T, = (V, E,) 
and T, = (V, E,) by 
V=V(M)U{u)UV(T), 
E,= E(W’JII q,u),(u>~}) u E(T), 
E, = E(M)u({~,,~},{u,~J} u E(T), 
where ur and z)s are shown in Figure 1. Note that T, and T, are not 
isomorphic. By [9, Theorem 71, “almost all” trees have the form T, for some 
choice of 7’. Thus, it remains to prove that 
d,(xI - A(T,)) = d&I - A&)) (3) 
and 
d,(xZ-L(T,))=d,(xZ-L(T,)). (4) 
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But XI- ACT,) and xl - IX?;:), i = 1,2, all have the form (2). So, by Lemmas 
1-3, (3) and (4) follow from (5)-(B): 
det[xZ-A(M)(l)] =det[xZ-A(M)(2)], (5) 
d,(xl-A(M)(l)) =&(xZ-A(M)(2)), (6) 
det[xZ-L(M)(l)] =det[xZ-L(M)(2)], (7) 
d,(xZ-L(M)(l))=d,(rZ-L(M)(2)), (8) 
where, recall, A(M)(l) means, for example, that the row and column corre- 
sponding to u, have been deleted from the adjacency matrix of McKay’s 
tree. Equations (5), (71, and a corresponding one for D(M) were estab- 
lished in [5]. The common value in (6) is 14x l5 - 156x l3 +650x1’ - 1256x” + 
1128x7 - 408x5 + 36x3, while the common value in (8) is 14~‘~ - 
372~‘~ +4912x13 -36,416~” +177,942x” -604296~‘~ +1465476x”- , > 
2,567,252 x8 +3,248,742x’ -2,939,028x’ + 1,8$0,174x5 - 794,868x 4 + 
216,958x3 - 34,688~’ +2806x - 84. (The corresponding distance-matrix d,- 
polynomials differ in all but the first two coefficients.) 
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